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Edward Kleinhammer, author of The Art of Trombone Playing, joined the Civic Orchestra, the
training orchestra for the Chicago Symphony, in 1940. After two years he was accepted by the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, where he remained for his entire career until he retired in 1985.
He has played under every Chicago Symphony Orchestra conductor, covering from Frederick
Stock to Sir Georg Solti. In 1986 he received the Distinguished Service Award from the
International Trombone Association. While Kleinhammer states that his book "is written for the
student who has no teacher available or for the teacher seeking more fundamental knowledge of
the field of trombone playing," he emphasizes that it is also "for the trombonist (in any stage of
proficiency) who is always a student."

Jenn S.: "OMG!! My first canvas paintings: -) I am so so impressed with the book and how easy
Mimi Bondi makes the instructions. I was done and speechless to see what I ended up with...: -) I
now loooooove canvas and I am loosing my fear over colour and canvas at the same time. So so
excited!!!" Michelle P.: "Mimi has outdone herself with this delightful mixed media book, it
contains step by step photo's of every step with instructions as well, it is so clear a beginner
would be able to start straight away, whether it is on a canvas or art journalling, with minimal
supplies. It gives complete confidence that you will be able to 'do as the photo' and be really
pleased with the outcome. There are 6 projects in total plus some delicious eye candy at the
back of the book for further encouragement. Mimi is a very clear, gentle voice in a sometimes
bewildering internet world, plus you can purchase e-classes of the 6 projects as an added
bonus. Delightful, colourful, and a wonderful addition to my art world. Well done Mimi." Sherri G.:
"I am so glad I purchased this book! Mimi Bondi's positive and encouraging step-by-step
instructions are very clear and easy to follow and there are photos to go along with each step. I
love mixed media, but spend a lot of time staring at the blank pages of my art journal, not to
mention having been terrified to work on a canvas. It's very easy to open this book and just start
painting, ending up with a piece of art, (yes, even on a canvas) that you'll love. The photos in the
book are just gorgeous and the colors are so happy. I can't say enough about how wonderful "No
Shenanigans!" is. I believe anyone who buys it will love it!" MommaOwl: "This is a wonderful
book, which I have not been able to put down. Mimi Bondi explains and shows each step very
clearly, and for a beginner in this area, I truly thank her. The pictures are beautiful, and color, oh,
so much wonderful color in each project, it just makes you feel good to see what she has done
and is willing to share. I do not like to pre-order anything, but I took a chance, and I am not
disappointed at all, actually over joyed." Kay Parsons: "I am so happy that I bought this book. I
am a beginner painter and couldn't find my way to get a canvas completed that I liked. Mimi
Bondi leads you through, step by step, to complete a wonderful canvas (or art journal page) at



your own speed. The book has beautiful close-up pictures showing you each technique. I have
completed four chapters and can't wait to start the next one. This is one of the best purchases I
have made all year." Aimee M. Shockcor: "This book is amazing!!! It is full of beautiful color
pictures and step by step instruction on how to let loose and let your muse take over and create
beautiful mixed media art. It is so helpful for beginners and experienced artist alike." Carol
Martine: "This book does it all. Mimi has an extraordinary way with color. So much fun to follow
along with her lessons. This book is a must-have for any serious artist." Jane Walters-Morris:
"This is a great book to kick start your creative journey. Mimi takes you through every step and
builds your confidence with her beautiful techniques. She is an inspiration!!!" Anita N.: "I just love
Mimi Bondi's book! It is so full of joy, humor, inspiration and sunshine. And the step by steps is
awesome. I would recommend anyone to buy this book."About the AuthorMimi Bondi is a
professional mixed media artist, teacher, designer and positive energy creator! *** With
hundreds of paintings hanging in homes around the world, you can tell just by looking at it that
her art reflects her passion for life and love for vibrant colours... *** She believes in making art
easy and fun to learn, and her light-hearted teaching style will have you wondering why you
didn't try your hand at painting sooner! *** Born in a small vibrant town in France, she now feels
lucky to call sunny Australia home where her patient husband and slightly crazy furry friend
ensure she will never lose her creative spark! *** mimibondi.com
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Matthew J. Porter, “Excellent reference book for those needing to know more about the
trombone.. Very thorough text. This is not another exercise book. Instead it is more of a
reference source including all of the technical data one might need to solve problems or answer
questions. There are a few basic exercises here, but mostly it is very dry reading. Very much to
the point.  I found it very helpful as all the books in this series tend to be.”

John E. Roos, “Practical and Powerful. This has been enormously helpful. Having played
trombone for many years, the focus of my practice time normally has been on more 'advanced'
content. The idea of buying a book with a title that focused on 'basics' seemed unnecessary. But,
based on a recommendation from a friend, I bought this book, and am so grateful. Thanks to the
insights from this book, I have totally changed my warm-up procedures, and focused on an
entirely different side of playing. The results have been consistently satisfying. Strongly
recommended.”

Tim, “The Art of Trombone Playing. This is THE gold standard book on learning how to play the
trombone. The author is very clear in his narrative when discussing the methodology used in the
book. Although many of the playing examples require quite a bit of skill, they are master
examples. The exercises could be performed on a less difficult scale until skill is attained. I
believe a trombone player could spend a lifetime perfecting his skills from this book.”

phoenixtrombone, “It is great.. This book is the single greatest book for trombone players, or
brass players in general. It goes through exactly what needs to happen inside and outside the
mouth, as well as in the body as a whole. Also, it got here in a timely fashion and was
undamaged. I would not hesitate to buy from these people again.”

Wesley Gonzales, “Good Reference. A good reference for all Trombonists. A little too much for
the beginner. Clearly written long ago (1963) based on the writing style and particularly when
referencing the strobotuner! A little strange when referring to himself in the third person (i.e. "the
writer"), but a highly recommended text for intermediate and above.”

R. Lundberg, “Wish I had read this 75 years ago when I began the instrument. OK, I might have
given up right then instead waiting until I was out of the business. This book would have helped
me immensely when I was a teenager and early twenties. Even now when I no longer play, it
he;ps me understand my instrument.”

Michelle Castillo, “Great Read. Mr. Kleinhammer knows what he's talking about and it shows in
this read. If you're a trombonist or even a brass player period, you'll learn quite a bit about
technique that you should be doing, and even the stuff you probably shouldn't be.”



Ebook Library Reader, “great information. this is an older book, written in the 60's originally. The
information is still valid and great history and technique of the instrument.”

Elisa Álvarez Rodríguez, “Todo correcto. Exactamente lo que pedí, en su fecha correcta y bien
envuelto, todo correcto”

    , “chicago symphony            .                   E.Kleinhammer                
                         A.                                                      
                                              ”

The book by Mimi Bondi has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 40 people have provided feedback.
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